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Some materials adapted from Prof. Wim Bohm
Interval Scheduling

(Greedy algorithms)
Weighted Intervals
(dynamic programming)
A graph is bipartite if its nodes can be partitioned in two sets X and Y, such that the edges go from one x in X to a y in Y.

How is this different from stable matching?
Independent Set
(no known polynomial algorithm)

subset of nodes such that no two are joined by an edge
Tractable – Polynomial time

Brute-force checking every possible solution:

\[ 2^n \text{ time or worse for inputs of size } n \]

Polynomial:

on every input of size \( n \), running time is bounded by \( cn^d \) steps

\( c \) and \( d \) are constants: \( c > 0 \) and \( d > 0 \)

We want to quantify running time in a way that allows us to identify broad classes of algorithms.
Asymptotic Upper Bound

\[ f(n) = O(g(n)) : \]
- constants \( n_0, c > 0 \)
- for all \( n > n_0 \):
- \( f(n) \) is always on or below \( cg(n) \)
Asymptotic Lower Bound

\[ f(n) = \Omega(g(n)) : \]
- constants \( n_0, c > 0 \)
- for all \( n > n_0 \):
- \( f(n) \) is always on or above \( cg(n) \)
Asymptotic Tight Bound

\[ f(n) = \Theta(g(n)) : \]
- constants \( n_0, \)
- \( c_1, c_2 > 0 \)
- for all \( n > n_0 : \)
- \( f(n) \) is always between \( c_1g(n) \) and \( c_2g(n) \)
Implementing Gale-Shapley

1. Every pet and every human start out free.
2. While (some pet \( p \) is free and hasn’t considered every human):
   3. Choose \( p \).
   4. \( h = \) highest-ranked human in \( p \)’s list who hasn’t been considered.
   5. If \( h \) is free, \((p, h)\) are in a trial.
   6. Else if (\( h \) prefers \( p \) to current match \( p' \)), \((p, h)\) enter a trial and \( p' \) becomes free.
   7. Else \( h \) prefers \( p' \) and \( p \) remains free.
8. Return the set \( S \) of matched pets and humans.
Things to Consider

VERSION WHERE PETS CHOOSE

1. every pet and every human start out free

4. $h =$ highest-ranked human in $p$’s list who hasn’t been considered

5. if $h$ is free, $(p, h)$ are in a trial

6. else if ($h$ prefers $p$ to current $p’$), trial is $(p, h)$ and $p’$ becomes free

7. return the set $S$ of matched pets and humans
Array \text{prefs}[n], n = 5 (index is preference, from highest to lowest)

- access element \textit{i} in \textit{O}(1) time
- query if \textit{j} in array takes \textit{O}(n) time
List of free pets?
• dynamically changes linked list:
  • easy to insert, delete at beginning
  • have to traverse to find $i^{th}$ element $O(i)$
Actions in the loop

3. Choose p

4. \( h = \text{highest-ranked human in } p' \text{'s list who hasn't been considered} \)

5. If \( h \) is free, \( (p, h) \) are in a trial

6. Else if (\( h \) prefers \( p \) to current match \( p' \)), \( (p, h) \) enter a trial and \( p' \) becomes free
O(1) Data Structures

Identify free pet
• linked list: insert/delete at front

Identify next human to consider
• array Next[n]: next human j for pet i

Identify if human free and if not, what pet is current match
• array Current[n]: Current[i] is human i’s current match, NULL if not matched yet

Identify which pet is preferred if in match
• Array Ranking[n,n]: Ranking[i, j] is the rank of pet j in the preference list of human i
Next[ ] = 1

PetPrefs[ , 1] =

Current [ ] = NULL

But what if it isn’t NULL? how to find which pet is preferred in O(1) time?
Create rank ordering array for human’s preferences. We’ll use this ordering for pets:

1  2  3  4  5

So, for , the preference order is:

And the ranking array row would look like:
Creating the match is then a simple matter of updating the Current array:

\[
\text{Current }[ ] = \text{ [image]
}

And when the loop terminates we return the matches in Current[]

Python has some better data structures we can use – what are your ideas?
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